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abstract

similar curricula exist in the universities of america and china in the
fields of chinese economics ancient china and chinese archaeology and university
libraries in america and china hold strong chinese collections that support research
and teaching in these fields this paper proposes settingtl up a digital
learning
t
co laboratory for chinese studies between america and china in order to enhance
exchange for research and teaching in these fields and to increase the sharing of
collections between the teachers and students of chinese studies in both countries
the paper describes how to establish this digital learning co laboratory including the
construction of resources the system framework and functions how to resolve digital
copyright issues and the extensibility of this co laboratory
ZD

1

introduction

when I1 worked in the university of pittsburgh in the USA as a visiting scholar I1 observed two
things about american universities and chinese universities
a

b

american universities and chinese universities share similar curricula in the fields of
chinese economics ancient china and chinese archaeology for example the university
of pittsburgh and wuhan university both conduct extensive research and offer high quality
teaching in these fields and there are many famous professors in these academic fields in
both universities
university libraries of both america and china have rich collections in chinese on chinese
history and economy and these collections provide strong support to research and teaching
the unique history of each institution has resulted in library collections of different
characteristics
for example the collection in the library of wuhan university has major
pitt mainly comes from
ofpitt
holdings from mainland china while the collection in library of
offitt
outside mainland china ie taiwan hong kong chinese communities in the west
thus the two collections complement each other

only pitt but also other famous american universities such as
harvard and colombia as they are also of famous universities of china such as peking
university and nanjing
nankingln university
in order to enhance exchange for research and teaching in
and
the
to increase sharing
these fields
collections between the teachers and students of both
countries 1I propose to design a sharing system between a university of the USA and a university
of china the main focus of this sharing system will be the fields of chinese economics
ancient china and chinese archaeology
the system will be an open sharing system in which
the faculty and the librarians of both america and china will cooperate to establish the resources
and the teachers and students of both america and china who major in these fields can share the
resources and consult each other we call this shared system the digital leaning

these two properties are true of not

Z
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co laboratory for chinese studies between america

and china
other universities and
libraries of america and china canjoin
can join this system to cooperate and share teaching resources
ganjoin

resources in this sharing system

2

this digital learning co laboratory

repository of learning information that includes
different kinds of resources such as information about teachers curricular information papers
syll abuses and chinese collections
syllabuses
is a

the most valuable resources

in this repository are the syllabuses
syll abuses and the chinese collections
syll abuses reflect the teachers ideas and teaching methods of different universities
because the syllabuses
teachers of both america and china could learn
leam from this kind of information which could also
be referenced by students who major in the same fields in the two countries
the chinese
collections in this repository are the collections written in traditional chinese and simplified
chinese that focus on the subject of the chinese history and china economics written by
different people with different views at different historical periods the teachers and students of
both countries can read these significant collections when they are in the process of teaching and
researching

this repository would

also include primary resources
this kind of resource is firsthand
information such as a book written in the particular era statistical data related to chinese
archaeology
economics photographs of the history and archeology
arche ology of china etc all of this information
gives an accurate view of the events of history and provides an added visual effect for learners
if this information were made available on the internet it would be even more helpful for
teachers and students
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the system framework

open system that uses OAI open archive initiative and open URL protocols
to update metadata and access the object files the system construction is a distributed model
with the characteristics of concentration and separation which is made up of two principal
parts metadata database and object files all resources will be stored in different servers on
the campuses of both shared universities
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the system framework

item database

the item

database is a metadata database or resources storage that includes all items about
curriculum teacher references articles knowledge web site bibliography primary and second
data etc all items will be described by DC dublin core
this storage is established by any
my SQL or SQL server and so on there is just one database of metadata
database like oracle mysql
mysel
in this system which can be established in any campus of both universities and can be accessed
by all users of both shared universities

if it is necessary to have two item

databases separately established in two campuses to avoid
internet traffic congestion the mirror function of the database management system can be used to
update two synchronized metadata databases allowing the patrons of both universities to access
the metadata database at higher speeds

using the OAI protocol the item database can harvest the metadata from two object databases as
a metadata harvester and it can be retrieved by the other system or users as a metadata provider

object database

the object database

archives and full text there are
a file server used to store all digitized
za
z1
two different object databases in this system that will be established in two campuses of the
different countries the object database includes E books in PDF format images in GIF or
is
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mp3 WMV and RM format because these two object
audi ovideo in mpa
JPEG format and audiovideo
the
databases have
same structure but different content each university will store their own
digitized object resources in their local servers and the information describing these digital
resources will be harvested in the item database so that registered users of both universities can
share these resources with each other

4
41
4.1
41

the system

functions

the system

retrieving function

the retrieval

system has powerful functions to access the information
the retrieving function
can apply a relative research between teacher and curriculum curriculum and resources textbook
and curriculum textbook and teacher etc for example by entering the teachers name as the
retrieval term information about the teacher can be found and by clicking on the curricular
button in the same screen the list of courses taught by the teacher will appear on the page if the
request text book is submitted incon
information
infon
nation about the text book will be displayed this is
what is known as the relative research function users can access all resources in this system
from anywhere within the network via the internet all faculty and students of both countries
can retrieve teaching information from this system via the internet no matter where they are this
type of sharing is important and very valuable
42
4.2
42

the reference

function in the curriculum information

A curriculum information database can be established in this system the curriculum
information concerning the same field of both universities will be stored together including the
syll abuses schedules lengths of study terms credits and
names of the courses introductions syllabuses
examples of examinations the professors in the same field of both universities will input the
information into the database via the website of this system before the term begins this
information can be retrieved by the teachers and students to help them to understand and
reference the teaching organization and the teaching system in the same field of both universities
this will help them to prepare for teaching and studying let them extend the thinking and visual
fields and effectually enhance teaching exchanges
43
4.3
43

teacher information reference functions

teacher information available in the same field at both universities will be stored together in this
system teacher information includes the teachers personal information and their
sinfori
achievements in research and teaching this infori
information
nation can be input and updated by teachers
themselves via registration at the internet site the professors and students in the same field at
both universities will pay close attention to information such as the articles projects
achievements and awards in a given discipline by visiting teacher information the faculty and
students can know and learn
leam from each other can establish relationships with each other and can
understand trends developing in the same field between the USA and china

44

44
4.4

textbook and reference materials reference functions

A textbook database and reference materials database can be established in this system
we can digitize textbooks and reference materials into e book format and full digital text in these

13
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three curricula certainly we must find methods to solve the digital copyright problem first
in the process of study and teaching faculty and students can read this digital information
anywhere and at anytime via the internet through site registration digitizing
za
z1 all textbooks and
t
it
can
has
the
in
solve
shortages
problem
value
much
print copies of
reference materials
of
course texts and the faculty and students of both universities are able to reference the text book
this should increase the efficiency of distance learning
M

45
45
4.5

primary resources reference function

log
primary resource databases including vivid and accurate material related to Archeo
archaeology
Arche
archeology
ology
109
history
and statistics database about
illustrations
ancient books database about chinese
chinese economics can be established in this system these primary resources can be browsed
by subject captions or searched by keywords
teachers may retrieve primary resources and
in
on
screen
archives
the
the
show the digital
classroom
immediately or a student may use these
diaital
digital
archives will be a strong support to teaching and
resources to do research these
research

46
46
4.6

the interactive and

consulting functions

all contents

in the system databases can be input and updated by the faculty member and
librarian via the internet with authentication and authorization they can assign the
bibliography of the textbook and reference materials they can push object archives such as
powerpoint
Power Point files word files e book and other electronic materials into the database they can
make a link from the curricula to the textbook and reference materials make a link from the
bibliography to the object archives and they can submit the request to the librarian this
interactive function is mainly based on the WEB database technology
is reflected in the forum system the forum system is a
students can raise questions and teachers can answer them in the
discussion area like the BBS
forum teachers working by themselves can introduce discussed points into the forum via the
internet all questions will be stored in the database and become a FAQ frequently asked
questions database that can be retrieved by students in the future

the interactive consulting function

47
4.7
47

the knowledge

study function

the knowledge database will be established and updated by professors

and librarians
all
contents in this database are related to the issues of the discipline especially in the curriculums
Arche ology of china
archeology
key concepts events and persons will be
of ancient china and archaeology
some
material objects with historical significance will be
added and described in detail
digitized and stored in the knowledge database these resources can be displayed in different
brownin
browsingzaz1 this database can help the students broaden their knowledge
forms browsin
tl level

48
48
4.8

the document delivery

function

this

co laboratory aims to digitize all resources related to the three curriculums
in the event
that some authors cannot agree to digitize their own resources the library will deliver the content
to the users
the libraries of both universities must have a delivery system in use and in fact
many libraries of america and china have such delivery systems
for example the library of
system
the
gateway
and the library of
the university of pittsburgh has
ofwuhan university has

wuhan
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delivery system these delivery systems will be embedded in this teaching
resource sharing system and will be used to serve the teachers and students efficiently

the document

5

the solution

to digital copyright

because of the number of books papers and materials to be digitized in this digital learning
co laboratory establishing the shared system must be concerned with the issues of digital
ta
t1
copyright america and china both have the laws protecting copyright with a stipulation that
documents published 50 years ago in china and 70 years in america have no copyright
restriction thus ancient books and materials can be digitized but all other resources except
curricular information must comply with the copyright law finally there are some resources
that cant be digitized to conform with digital copyright materials are handled by the four
following methods
1

1

the bibliography

abstract and table of contents of any resource can be digitized without

violation of copyright
2 the authors of books and papers must sign a copyright authorization materials then can be
digitized in full text
3 public resources like concepts events etc are not governed by copyright and can be
digitized
4 A teacher may enter course related documents such as the syllabus powerpoint
Power Point files and
examples of examinations into the system

6

61

gi
61
6.1

the major tasks that establish

the co laboratory

establish the databases

the teacher information

database

all teachers

information will be written by teachers
themselves and translated into the two languages the teachers or librarians will enter this
information into the database and test it
the curricular information database to collect the curricular information of both
universities translate all information into both languages chinese to english and english to
chinese and input it to the database under the current condition the curricular information in
this co laboratory will come from america because there is a lack of digital curricular
information in china at this time
the textbook and reference material database first digitize the bibliography abstract and
table of contents librarians at both of universities will use metadata to describe all information
second scan all pages that the author agrees to have digitized into full text use the TIFF format
to store the image use OCR software to capture the characters and save them to the file system
and translate the TIFF image to a PDF file
the primary resources database mostly primary resources are stored in the library of china
so the librarians and teachers in the universities of china will cooperate to collect and organize
these resources and digitize them into different form using the DC to describe the primary
resources and input to the database if some of the primary resources are in america they can
co operate with each other descriptions of these kinds of resources will be in both chinese and
cooperate
english
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resources database

secondary resources focus on articles research trends
and key projects
the articles database is an index database that will collect articles from
periodicals published in the last five years in english
the research trends database is a full text
database that will collect the research achievements of the two universities during the last five
years the key projects database is a full text database that will collect information on the key
projects of both universities the research databases and key project database will use two
kinds of language the index term will use english and the contents will use the mother language
web sites on the internet use DC
discipline navigation database in the collection of the websites
web site established navigation system and retrieval system
metadata to describe the website
the knowledge database this database will be established gradually from concept to event
picture voice
volce and media all information in this database will be described in two languages
special database the special database collects the holdings of both universities on the subject
of the qing dynasty some resources will be digitized to E book if the copyright is securable
62
6.2
62

development of the management system

technolog
technology
system will use the technology
ff of the WEB database to control the teachingtl
resources registered users can update the different kinds resources if they are authorized all
processes including digitization description input and output are based on the BS function

the management

63
63
6.3

development of the retrieval system

the retrieval

function is as follows from field to course from course to textbook and reference
material from the course to the teacher from the teacher to the course this system handles
retrieval in the knowledge database all retrievals are based on the BS model

64
64
6.4

development of the interactive consultant system

using web database technology we can realize the interactive function in reference and
consultation on the net each point about reference or consultation will be determined by the
teachers according to the deferent content in the terms they set up and they can update the
discussion point via the browser all discussion points questions and answers will be managed
by the database and accumulated in a FAQ database that can be retrieved by the students in the
future

7

extensibility of this sharing system

because this sharing system will be a research project in sharing collections across libraries and
countries it has important academic value in both teaching and research in these disciplines it is
also an exploration of how to expand the utilization of library collections if this system can
work well and prove its value for faculty and students we can extend it to facilitate cooperation
and resource sharing from one library to other libraries and other universities or other countries
in the same disciplines
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